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L e s s o n 7:
Egypt, Exodus & Sinai: Building blocks of a Nation

1. Outline:
a. Identifying the enslavement, exodus and Sinai as formative events in  Jewish

History–“the birth of the Jewish nation.”
b. A comparison of the biblical description of events with other sources in an

attempt to try to categorize and isolate the defining aspects of the events.  Is
this a typical pattern of national  development?

c. What does the choice of enslavement, Exodus and Sinai as formative events
tell us about the type of nation formed. Why did  the Bible and/or our
collective memory choose these as the seminal events of Jewish nationhood?
How did they shape us? What sort of nation are we supposed to be?

d. What is the significance of the fact that the birth of  “Am Yisrael” happened in a
foreign/hostile country?  Why was the Torah given on Sinai and not Mt
Moriah? The implications of definitive moments occurring unconnected to a
homeland.

e. Tracing the exodus on the map

2. Introduction:
The beginning of Jewish peoplehood occurred in Egypt. This is striking in the first
verses of Exodus where the text lists the sons of Jacob who came to Egypt as
individual families and then just a few verses later Pharaoh designates them – for the
first time ever- as the nation of Israel. The birthing process of our people included
enslavement, redemption and revelation, all which occurred disconnected from a
national homeland. This lesson will explore the historical, philosophical, social,
theological and moral significance of that process. Through discussion and
comparative sources we will attempt to understand the implications of those
particular beginnings: how they imprinted the nation of Israel, their consequences, the
effects they had on our character, self image and destiny.

3. Lesson Goals:
a. To study and define the different stages of Israel’s national development as related

in the book of Exodus.
b. To explore the significance of each stage and its components on the nature of our

nationhood and identity by comparing the biblical account to  a different  version
recounting the events of the exodus.

c. To question the implications inherent in the fact that the seminal moments in our
national development happen in Egypt, a foreign country (possibly the antithesis
of the ideal society according to Judaism) and in the desert (a barren no man’s
land) instead of in the land of Israel.
d. To understand the different facets of Jewish identity as a distinct people with

both ethnic and religious aspects connected to but not dependent on a
national homeland and question how these pieces fit together - if at all.
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4. Expanded Outline
a. Identifying Definitive Events

Note: In this subsection it is my intention to argue that the enslavement, the exodus, and Sinai were
three definitive events in Jewish history and that each contributed a different aspect to our
development as a nation. One method for conveying this can be a series of discussions around
specific questions about each experience. Included in the following summary are the sources and
suggested questions and conclusions.

Another method can be the creative Midrash as explained at the end in the subsection on
Methodology. This way each class member will have to decide and express the significance of one
of these three events as seen through the eyes a specific participant. It is by comparing and
discussing these views that we can understand the significance of the three aforementioned events.
With this method subtopics 1-3 are covered simultaneously.

To initiate the discussion, ask the class what in their opinion are the most definitive
moments in Jewish history? Why?  Based on an examination of the liturgy and the calendar,
likely candidates include the exodus, the revelation at Sinai, and the destruction of the
Temple; looking at the prophets, we find a repeated emphasis, too, on the experience of
slavery.  For this discussion, we are interested in the three events that are closely associated
with each other and that occurred before we had a land.

The enslavement, exodus, and covenant at Sinai, as described in the Bible, were milestones in
the development of the Jews as a distinct people.  Each defined a specific aspect of our
nationhood. Following is a short explanation of how.

 Egyptian enslavement forms the Jews as a separate ethnic group:

Egypt is referred to in the Bible and the prophets as the “smelting oven” that formed the
people:

Deuteronomy 4:20, Kings I 8:51, Jeremiah 11:4

Question for discussion: Match the metaphor with its meaning - What were the Hebrews before
the process. What did they become after the process?  How did the process change them?

The book of Genesis recounts the travels and travails of Abraham and his descendents. While
these stories tell of founders of our people, they are about individuals who eventually form a
coherent family group. They are not the story of a nation. Only after Jacob’s family members
arrive in Egypt and propagate themselves at a remarkable rate is that family transformed into
a distinct people different from the Egyptians among whom they live. The first time they are
identified as a nation is by Pharaoh who perceives this new nation living among his people,
identifies it as a threat and seeks to destroy it. (Unlike Hitler, Pharaoh is more interested in
destroying the group as a group than the separate individuals; hence the decree against only
the boy babies. Hebrews can survive as individuals, as long as they cease to exist as a distinct
people.)
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Israel grew to form a multitude of people. These people were then distinguished as a separate
ethnic group, the main point of distinction being that they weren’t Egyptians.

Questions for discussion: Why not? Was it our choice to separate and differentiate ourselves?
Did we try to fit in but the host nation refused to accept us?

The Midrash brings both possibilities. On one hand we maintained a separate identity:

Midrash Mechilta Bo Chapter 5: Bar Kapparah said: Owing to four factors were the people
of Israel redeemed from the land of Egypt: they did not alter their names; they did not
change their language; they did not spread malicious gossip; they were free of sexual
license (some add: and they did not change their distinctive form of clothing).

What do these four things represent?  Do we preserve them today in America?   In Israel?

0n the other hand the Midrash says that Pharaoh first paid attention to the inherent threat of
the Israelites when he saw them all over Egypt instead of isolated in Goshen.

Yalkut Shimoni Shemot /aleph /sec.162: “and the land was filled with them” (Exodus 1:7):
The theaters and the circuses were filled with them.

Or

The Netziv: Haaemek Dvar on same verse: All the land was filled with them not just Goshen
but all of Egypt. In every available place that Israel could buy and live - there they settled.
For it is said in the plague of first born that G-d passed over the dwellings of Israel,
therefore there must have been many Israelite homes interspersed with Egyptian houses.
..In Shemot Rabba it says “they said that we may be like Egypt for once they lived among
them it was desirable to them to be like Egypt so that they wouldn’t be recognizable as
Jews…”

Once the Israelites are enslaved they are identified as a slave nation, distinct, it seems, from
both the Egyptians and other captives or slaves, a people apart, designated to be slaves of
Pharaoh.

Exodus gives the Israelites a united national identity:

Deuteronomy 16:3

Mishna Brachot Ch. 1 Mishna 5: The exodus from Egypt is to be mentioned [in the Shema]
at night-time.  Said R. Elazar ben Azariah: Behold, I am about seventy years old and I have
never been worthy to [find a reason] why the exodus from Egypt should be mentioned at
night-time, until Ben Zoma expounded it: for it says “that you may remember the day
when you came forth out of the land of  Egypt all the days of your life.” [Had the text said]
“the days of your life,” it would have meant [only] the days; but “all the days of your life”
includes the nights as well.  The sages, however, say: “the days of your life” refers to this
world; “all the days of your life” comes to add the days of the Messiah.”
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Questions for Discussion: Annually we retell and re-enact it so that it will be imprinted on each
succeeding generation. Why?

Possible Answers: To prove G-d’s control over the natural world and human history? To instill in
our national psyche that we are a people worthy of redemption, “born to be free”?  To remind
us of our obligation to G-d?  To sensitize us to the value of freedom and the evil of slavery?

Our forefathers were not content to remain as Egyptian slaves. They rejected both slavery and
Egyptian society.  They didn’t revolt and take over Egypt and all its riches. They left Egypt; a
free people moving toward their own destiny and place. (In subsection four we will address
the questions; where were they going? Was the accent on leaving Egypt or going back to their
ancestral land?)

Who left Egypt?

It is important to note that not only ethnic Israelites (members of the clan – Jacob’s
descendants) left Egypt but also the “erev rav,” a “mixed multitude” of others who cast their
destiny with the people of Israel. (Whether they were an asset or a liability can be debated.
Interesting questions can be asked about their role and their legacy in the ensuing wanderings
but it is a fact that eventually they were absorbed into the nation of Israel).

Exodus 12:38

 Rashi on Exodus 32:7 Your people have become corrupt.

It is not said: "the people have become corrupt," but, rather: "your people"--- the riffraff
whom you accepted, on your own accord, and you accepted as proselytes without
consulting Me, and you thought it good that proselytes be joined to the Shechinah--- they
have become corrupt and have corrupted others

Questions For discussion: How would you characterize the group that left Egypt/ How are they
different from the original Hebrews that arrived in Egypt with Joseph? Is it just a quantitative
difference or is there an essential difference?

Possible conclusion: The Exodus defines the people of Israel as a distinct nation with it own
destiny, separate from our host nation. Also: G-d’s redeeming them creates a covenantal
relationship: they are in debt to Him, or at least so He keeps telling them.

Sinai gives the nation of Israel a religious identity/purpose/constitution:

Exodus 19:6
Deuteronomy 4:34

Questions for discussion: Does Sinai transform the nation? Is the “standing at Sinai” a necessary
part of our national development? How does it change us?

Possible Answers: At Sinai the nascent nation forms a covenant with G-d.  They are given the
Law – a distinct way of life (Can we call it a culture?) They are designated a “holy nation,” “a
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kingdom of priests.”  They are charged with their purpose and mission among the nations.
Their new-found freedom now has direction and meaning. Sinai defines the Jewish people as
a distinct religious group with a new and revolutionary system of beliefs and law.

b. What is the significance of those specific definitive events?
                          Or: Would we be the same people if the story were different?

Many historians associate the Hyksos invasion, rule and defeat in Egypt with the story of the
Israelite enslavement and exodus.

The Hyksos were a Semitic, tribal nomadic people who invaded and conquered Egypt They
ruled Egypt for approximately 150 years until they were expelled by the native Egyptians. The
similarities to the exodus story have led different historians to connect the two.

We may not be qualified to judge this historical debate, but it is interesting to play with the
ideas.  Let’s suppose the “Hyksos theory” is correct, and that is the official story of our people.

How does that change our self perception? What if we were not enslaved in Egypt but rather
suffered as a result of being the remnants of a foreign conqueror? Instead of Divine
deliverance and miracles saving us we have expulsion of a foreign people?  Would our people
have developed the same if this were “our version”? What values or legacies would we be
missing what would be in their place?

Another interesting comparison for discussion:

Compare and contrast our national epic to the formation of the USA.
The settlers of the United States were abused and exploited by the British crown. They
decided to rebel and win their freedom as a distinct people.  One can argue that there are
certain parallels to the Israelites seeking freedom from Egyptian bondage and asserting their
identity as a distinct people. What are the differences? What defined the Americans as a single
nation – the land they shared?  The ideals of freedom, democracy, equality?  Can the bill of
rights and constitution be parallels of Sinai?

Points to consider:

 the uniqueness of the traditional version in which a nation is born with no homeland - and
its birth is not connected with settlement or conquest.

 the contrast of a people defining themselves as the descendents of slaves as opposed to
heroes or warriors

 the fact that both the American founders and the nation of Israel see themselves as bearers
of a universal message.

Note: The purpose of either discussion is to try to understand how our story defines our self
perception. How the account we choose to remember and pass on to future generations contains
not only the story of our roots but also the key to who we are and what we want to be.
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c. Concrete examples of how the enslavement, exodus and Sinai have affected
and molded the character of the Jewish Nation.

Question for discussion: How has each of following events marked Jewish consciousness or
ritual or history? Enslavement? Exodus? Covenant at Sinai?

Some examples:  We are instructed to have compassion especially for strangers and slaves
because we too were strangers and slaves.

Exodus 22:20 (don’t abuse the strangers), Lev .19:34 (equal rights for the strangers),
Deuteronomy: 5:15 (Shabbat- let your servants rest) 10:19, (love the stranger) 15:15
(compassionate treatment of a Hebrew slave), 23:8 (Good treatment of Egyptians -Egypt hosted
you), 24:18 (equal justice for the stranger orphan and widow, the disenfranchised) 24:22
(agricultural charity)

National humility is inborn when your roots are slaves whose freedom was won not by their
own physical strength or force but because G-d “fought” for them and redeemed them. Does
that encourage us to be anti-violent - or to “prove” ourselves?

Our relationship with G-d: If we were redeemed then that redemption must be earned and
paid for.  If for our very existence we owe a debt to G-d, does that obligate us to act in a way
that merits redemption or make us resentful? Does the fact that G-d redeemed us mean we
have a unique relationship with Him?

Exodus13:5-15 (Pesach and Tefillin), Exodus 15:2-3 (the Song of the Sea)

Tanchuma Parshat Truma Section 4 “Speak to”

And the Holy One Blessed Be He says:…I redeemed you from Egypt and you don’t want to set
aside a gift offering for me.  That is why It is written “they have taken a gift offering to me”…

The possibility of redemption: If G-d redeemed us in Egypt, then redemption is possible and a
realistic goal. Is this the seed of the messianic ideal?

Rashi on Isaiah  48/15:
I redeemed you from Egypt and I will redeem all of Israel from the final exile from the four
corners of the Earth.

Yalkut Shimoni Isaiah  Remez/ 499

And He says to them: My children, do not fear all that I have done; for your sake  I have done it.
Why are you afraid? Fear not; it is the time of your redemption. And the final redemption will
not be like the first redemption. The first redemption you still suffered the yoke of the nations
on you after it but in the final redemption there will be no more pain or the enslavement by
other nations anymore.
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The purpose of our freedom and national existence as espoused on Sinai was not to build
empires but to exemplify moral monotheism for all the nations. Would we rather be like all the
other nations?

Could it be because we were formed as a nation of ideas and ideals before we were rooted in a
homeland that we have been able to survive (and develop in) exile for most of our history?

d. Where does the land of Israel fit in?

Scholars list three things that are necessary for the formation of any nation that is to call itself a
nation.

A People: For a nation to exist there must be citizens who will make up that nation.

A Constitution: Just a group of people is not enough to make a nation. They must have some
type of structure, or system of law,  to bind them together, or else they are just a lawless mob
without purpose or unity.

A Land: Those people must have a certain geographical area which they inhabit and which
limits the boundaries of their domain.

The enslavement and the exodus provided the first prerequisite.  Receiving the Torah at Sinai
provided the second; the question is: without the third – were we not yet a nation?

Possible questions: Why didn’t the nation of Israel develop in the homeland like other nations?
Why wasn’t the Torah given in Jerusalem?  Or put another way how did these irregularities in
our development leave their mark on us?

Possible Conclusions: The enslavement and exodus have served Jews throughout the ages in
the most desperate of circumstances as inspiration for survival. E.g. illustrations in different
Passover Haggadot depicting the slavery in images of times and places other than ancient
Egypt; the parallel we draw between Egypt and the holocaust. (see source 11).

When the Jews left Egypt where were they going? To Israel? To Sinai? Both destinations are
mentioned various times in the Bible.

Exodus 6:6-8 (at the burning bush G-d states “I will bring them to the land” but later (Exodus
7:16) He tells Moses to inform Pharaoh to send the people so “they may serve Me in the
wilderness.”  In Exodus 8:21-25 Moses and Pharaoh haggle over who and where in the desert
they are going. In Exodus 12:31, when Pharaoh releases them he sends them to the desert to
worship.  In Exodus 13:5,  upon leaving G-d instructs them about celebrating Pesach in the
land I will take you to. Exodus 19:4 at Sinai: “I have carried you on the wings of eagles and
brought you to Me.” For their part the people are ready to go back to Egypt at any sign of
trouble (the sea, Marah) but then in the song of the sea they sing about being “planted” in the
land (Exodus 15:13,16-17).

Perhaps they were running blindly and didn’t know where they were headed or why?
(Jeremiah sees this as praiseworthy behavior sees Jeremiah 2:1-2 :)
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When life is good among the nations is it the heritage of Sinai that holds us together as a
distinct people?  Why not assimilate?

If I don’t live in Israel and have no patriotic tie to it then am I part of the Jewish nation or just
the Jewish faith? If I am not religious and have no faith can I still be a Jew? Is being an Israeli
enough?

What about the many Russian non- Jewish immigrants/citizens in Israel today? (erev rav?) Are
they a type of Jew?

All these question are possible because significant parts of our development happened
unconnected to the land. This is not to say the land doesn’t have a central role in our history
and belief system (as seen later lessons on the nature of our connection to the land, the
mitzvot of the land as well as the promises of the land to the patriarchs and the newly formed
nation itself)

(For an example of a similar discussion see source 14)

Jews have all three things a nation needs but each of them developed distinctly from the
others and therefore is not dependent on them.

We could have been enslaved and freed without Sinai or vice versa the revelation at Sinai
could have occurred without our being slaves first in Egypt. Neither happened in the land of
Israel. The tie to the land was developed separately both before we were enslaved in Egypt
(the Patriarchs lived there and G-d promised that this land was intended for their children),
and after the Exodus (Joshua’s conquest).

As a people we are continually debating which elements of our national identity are essential
since de facto we have managed to survive without different aspects at different times.

Which aspects of our national identity define us today?  In America/ In Israel?  For the Jewish
people as a whole? For the individual participant?

e. Tracing the exodus on the map
i. Following the biblical route of the Exodus on the map

1. Ex. 15:22, 15:27, 16:1, 17:1, 17:8, 18:1-5, 19:1-2, Num. 10:11-12, 11:35,
12:16, 13:1, 17-25, 14:39-45, 20:1, 22-25, 21:1-4, 10-17, 21-35, 22:1, 25:1,
16,

2. Compare to Num. 33:1-50
http://www.anova.org/sev/atlas/htm/029.htm
3. Questions for discussion:

a. What does the mapping add to the study of the text?  E.g.,
possible explanations for the route: water, Philistines…

b. What problems arise in trying to trace the text on the map?
What inconsistencies?   E.g., Midian – Moab

c. What might explain the circuitous route?

http://www.anova.org/sev/atlas/htm/029.htm
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5. Possible Methodology:
a. The above questions can be raised and discussed with the class as laid out

with reference to the source sheet and Bible.
b. Alternatively, different groups can  study the different events of

i. Enslavement
ii. Exodus

iii. Sinai
Each group can form conclusions about the role of that specific event in developing and
building the character of the Jewish people and then present and discuss their separate
conclusions and the questions they raise as a group.

c. Creative Midrash:  The class can be divided into pairs or small groups, each
given a specific role and asked to write an account of the enslavement, exodus
and Sinai from their assigned point of view. The different accounts can then be
used a starting point for the ensuing discussion on the meaning and
implications of these events in our national development.

Suggested Characters:
 An Egyptian advisor  discussing the “Israelite” problem
 A Jewish child describing life in Egypt and the same child recollecting life

in Egypt as an old man in the desert
 A Jewish woman describing the enslavement.
 A taskmaster planning the days work
 A member of the “erev rav” deciding to join the Exodus
 Moses and Aaron pondering what he is supposed to do with the people

once Pharaoh lets them go.
 An Egyptian historian recording the exodus of the Hebrews for the royal

records.
 A teenager standing at Sinai.
 A Canaanite hearing about the Exodus
 A “Bedouin” bystander describing Israel receiving the ten commandments

and his comments on them.
 (The creative midrash is a good example of a pedagogical tool for the classroom for the group
to discuss/plan even if it is not done “live”)

Sources

1. Midrash Mechilta Bo Chapter 5: Bar Kapparah said: Owing to four factors were the people
of Israel redeemed from the land of Egypt: they did not alter their names; they did not
change their language; they did not spread malicious gossip; they were free of sexual
license (some add: and they did not change their distinctive form of clothing).

2. Yalkut Shimoni Shemot /aleph /sec.162: “and the land was filled with them” (Shemot 1/7):
The theaters and the circuses were filled with them.
Or
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The Netziv: Haaemek Dvar on same verse: All the land was filled with them not just Goshen
but all of Egypt. In every available place that Israel could buy and live - there they settled.
For it is said in the plague of first born that G-d passed over the dwellings of Israel,
therefore there must have been many Israelite homes interspersed with Egyptian houses.
..In Shemot Rabba it says “they said we that may be like Egypt for once they lived among
them it was desirable to them to be like Egypt so that they wouldn’t be recognizable as
Jews…”

3. Deuteronomy 4/20, Kings 1 8/51, Jer.11/4
4. Deuteronomy 16/3

Mishna Brachot Ch. 1 Mishna 5:

MISHNAH. THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT IS TO BE MENTIONED [IN THE SHEMA'] AT NIGHT-TIME.
SAID R. ELEAZAR B. AZARIAH: BEHOLD I AM ABOUT33  SEVENTY YEARS OLD,33  AND I HAVE
NEVER BEEN WORTHY TO [FIND A REASON] WHY THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT SHOULD BE
MENTIONED AT NIGHTTIME UNTIL BEN ZOMA EXPOUNDED IT: FOR IT SAYS: THAT THOU
MAYEST REMEMBER THE DAY WHEN THOU CAMEST FORTH OUT OF THE LAND OF EGYPT ALL
THE DAYS OF THY LIFE.34  [HAD THE TEXT SAID,] 'THE DAYS OF THY LIFE' IT WOULD HAVE
MEANT [ONLY] THE DAYS; BUT 'ALL THE DAYS OF THY LIFE' INCLUDES THE NIGHTS AS WELL.
THE SAGES, HOWEVER, SAY: 'THE DAYS OF THY LIFE REFERS TO THIS WORLD; ALL THE DAYS OF
THY LIFE' IS TO ADD THE DAYS OF THE MESSIAH.

5. Exodus 12:38
 Rashi Exodus 32:7 Your people have become corrupt.

It is not said: "the people have become corrupt," but, rather: "your people"--- the riffraff whom
you accepted, on your own accord, and you accepted as proselytes without consulting Me,
and you thought it good that proselytes be joined to the Shechinah--- they have become
corrupt and have corrupted others

6. Deuteronomy 4:34
7. Exodus 1:/6

8. www.mystae.com/restricted/streams/thera/hapiru.html

The Hebrew Connection

Knight and Lomas (The Hiram Key) suggest that Abraham, the Hebrew patriarch, may have
been a Hyksos, a 'desert prince' who entered Egypt around 1780, B.C.E. This date can be
calculated by backtracking from the estimated date of his great grandson Joseph's investiture
as vizier in 1570. By both the conventional chronology and new chronology of David Rohl,
however, Abraham would have lived centuries before the Hyksos invasion.

"The mix of people who did enter Egypt as early as the eighteenth century under the steadily
increasing pressures originating from the Indo-European (Hittite and Mitanni) expansions and
the more organized invasions of the seventeenth century (with the two-wheeled chariot
borrowed from the Indo-Europeans) probably did include groups which were ancestral to the
Israelites, and refugees from the expulsion of the Hyksos a century later also probably included

www.mystae.com/restricted/streams/thera/hapiru.html
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such groups, but these were movements in and out of a melting pot of peoples in the area. At
best, a small portion of the 'Israelites' could legitimately claim such Hyksos ancestry."

- John Celenza (jpc12243@aol.com)

"The Hyksos and the Hebrews were racially akin. Some of the Hyksos rulers had Semitic names:
one, for example, was called Jacob-el (Ya' qub-'al), 'May El give protection', and another, Jacob-
baal, 'May Baal protect'. Most scholars now agree that there is some connection between the
Hyksos rule of Egypt and the settling of the Hebrews there. It seems reasonable to assume that
the Hyksos, who themselves had traveled the caravan routes to Egypt for centuries before
they finally took power there, favored other 'Apiru groups and encouraged them to settle.
When the Pharaoh Amosis (c. 1552-1527) captured Avaris and expelled the Hyksos from Egypt,
pursuing them to Palestine and opening the way to Asia and so the great age of the Egyptian
empire in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties (the New Kingdom), the Hebrews in Egypt
were left without protectors. Contemporary documents show that the Hyksos who escaped
slaughter were enslaved. It is reasonable to suppose that the Hebrews, now unprotected by
the Establishment, were also enslaved at this time."

- David Daiches, Moses - Man in the Wilderness

"As he [Manetho] says, 'kept possession of Egypt five hundred and eleven years.' After these,
he says, 'That the kings of Thebais and the other parts of Egypt made an insurrection against
the shepherds, and that there a terrible and long war was made between them.' He says
further, 'That under a king, whose name was Alisphragmuthosis, the shepherds were subdued
by him, and were indeed driven out of other parts of Egypt, but were shut up in a place that
contained ten thousand acres; this place was named Avaris.' Manetho says, 'That the
shepherds built a wall round all this place, which was a large and a strong wall, and this in
order to keep all their possessions and their prey within a place of strength, but that
Thummosis the son of Alisphragmuthosis made an attempt to take them by force and by
siege, with four hundred and eighty thousand men to lie rotund about them, but that, upon
his despair of taking the place by that siege, they came to a composition with them, that they
should leave Egypt, and go, without any harm to be done to them, whithersoever they would;
and that, after this composition was made, they went away with their whole families and
effects, not fewer in number than two hundred and forty thousand, and took their journey
from Egypt, through the wilderness, for Syria; but that as they were in fear of the Assyrians,
who had then the dominion over Asia, they built a city in that country which is now called
Judea, and that large enough to contain this great number of men, and called it Jerusalem."

- Josephus Flavius, Against Apion, Book 1:14

The son of Sequenere Tao II, "King Kamose, eventually inflicted crushing reverses on the
'wretched Asiatic' and the Hyksos were soon routed out of Memphis. The women of the last
Hyksos king, Apophis's successor Apepi II, had the terrifying experience of watching the
Theban fleet, led by a general by the name of Aahmas, sail up the Pat'etku Canal to the very
walls of the Hyksos capital Avaris. The Hyksos were finally driven completely out of Egypt by
Kamose's younger brother and successor, Ahmose, who chased them back to Jerusalem.
Unable to escape by sea, no less than two hundred and forty thousand households are said to
have made their way across the Sinai and Negev deserts. Strangely the route they took was
known as 'Wat Hor' - the Way of Horus."
"After the expulsion of the Hyksos, Semites of all kinds, including the Habiru, must have been
more than a little unpopular and it would explain why the otherwise friendly Egyptians

mailto:jpc12243@aol.com
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suddenly enslaved many or even all of those who remained in the country during the decade
1560 to 1550 BC. Inscriptions from the sixteenth and fifteenth centuries BC have been found
giving details of these Habiru slaves and their forced labor. One tells of how large numbers of
these people were forced to work in turquoise mines, which must have been extremely
dangerous and unpleasant without ventilation and with naked flames burning up the
oxygen...These mines were just a short distance from the mountain of Yahweh, Mount Sinai in
the southern mountains of the Sinai Peninsula."

- Christopher Knight & Robert Lomas, The Hiram Key: Pharaohs, Freemasons and the Discovery
of the Secret Scrolls of Jesus

For different historical explanations of the exodus see
http://www.sfts.edu/rcoote/lecture13.htm   (this is a Christian site The San Francisco Theological
Seminary ( SFTS) a seminary of the Presbyterian Church (USA),
 and a founding member of the Graduate Theological Union. The above page summarizes
three historical schools of thought from the 19th-20th century about the origin of Israel and
comments on them.)

9. Exodus 22:20 (don’t abuse the strangers), Lev .19:34 (equal rights for the strangers),
Deuteronomy: 5:15 (Shabbat- let your servants rest) 10:19, (love the stranger) 15:15 (treatment
of a Hebrew slave), 23:8 (Good treatment of Egyptians -Egypt hosted you), 24:18 (equal justice
for the stranger orphan and widow) 24:22 (agricultural charity)

10. Exodus13:5-15 (Pesach and Tefillin), see the Shira Exodus 15:2-3

11.  On a lighter note there is a popular Israel song which is entitled “We survived Pharaoh”
The chorus is: “We survived Pharaoh we will survive this too.” To see the lyrics go to:
www.shiron.net Title מאיר אריאל: מאת" עברנו את פרעה"

12. Exodus 6:6-8 (at the burning bush G-d states “I will bring them to the land” but later
(Exodus 7:16) He tells Moses inform Pharaoh to send the people so “they may serve Me in the
wilderness.” Exodus 8:21-25 Moses and Pharaoh haggle over who and where in the desert they
are going.  Exodus 12:31 When Pharaoh sends them he sends them to the Desert to worship.
Exodus 13:5   upon leaving G-d instructs them about celebrating Pesach in the land I will take
you to. Exodus 19:4 at Sinai “I have carried you on the wings of Eagles and brought you to
Me.” For their part the people are ready to go back to Egypt at any sign of trouble (the sea,
Marah) but then in the shira they sing about being “planted” in the land (Exodus 15:13,16-17)

13. Jeremiah 2:1-2:

14. http://www.kmwebsite.com/gura012601.html  (Kehillat Ma'arav (The Westside
Congregation) is affiliated with the United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism. Kehillat
Ma'arav (KM) is The Westside Congregation, an egalitarian, active, friendly Conservative
synagogue in Santa Monica, California.

15.  Opening sentence of the Declaration of the Establishment of the State of Israel, May 14,
1948

http://www.sfts.edu/rcoote/lecture13.htm
www.shiron.net
http://www.kmwebsite.com/gura012601.html
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Eretz Israel was the birthplace of the Jewish People.  Here their spiritual, religious, and political
identity was shaped.  Here they first attained statehood, created cultural values of national and
universal significance and gave to the world the eternal book of books.

16.  Israeli “folk” song from the Sinai campaign of 1956, by Yehiel Mohar and Moshe Wilenski,
“At Mt. Sinai.”  For Hebrew text see www.shiron.net, Mul Har Sinai

It is not an agadah, my friends, it is not an agadah my friends!
And not a passing dream
Here at Mt. Sinai, here at Mt. Sinai
The bush, the bush is burning
And it flames with song
In the mouths of the regiments of our sons
And the gates of the city in the hands of the Samsons

Oh, the flame of God – the eyes of the youth
Oh, the flame of God – in the roar of the engines
This day will yet be recalled, my brothers,
When the people returned to the experience of Sinai

My friends, it is not a dream; my friends it is not a dream,
And not the vision of a seer;
From then until today, from then until today,
The bush is burning, burning.
It flames in a powerful song
In the hearts
Of the youth of Zion
And the chariots of Israel

Note the remarkable intertwining of images of tanks crossing the Sinai desert, with images
from the Bible: the burning bush, the revelation at Sinai, Samson carrying off the gates of the
city of Gaza (Judges 16:1-3), and Elijah (who spent time in Sinai) riding up to heaven in a
chariot of fire

 (II Kings 2:11-12).

www.shiron.net



